
Monster Sandwich/Burger
Collage/TP Sculpture Instructions

Assignment:
Create a collage depicting a giant sandwich/burger with 6+ ingredients one
of which is disgusting and at least one of which forms a monster facial
feature.

Background Info:
● Review Pop Art and Oldenburg’s burger sculptures.
● What is a monster sandwich? (a giant sandwich with many different layers of

ingredients)
● Review the Monster Sandwiches media album.
● These images illustrate a play on words. They turn monster sandwiches into

monsters!
● What are some characteristics of monsters? (googly eyes, one eye, multiple

eyes, bloodshot eyes, sharp teeth, fangs, tongues, claws, paws, tentacles,
antennae, horns, fur, tail, pointed ears)

Instructions for sketches (3):
Sketch 1 - Create a list of ingredients to include in a monster sandwich illustration.

● Include 6+ typical ingredients such as roll, bread, burger, lunchmeat, cheese,
bacon, lettuce, tomato, pickle, olives, and onion.

● Add at least 3 disgusting, creepy, unappetizing ingredients such as worms, a fish
skeleton, snakes, zombie hand, brains, etc…

● Could any of these ingredients double as features of a monster?
○ Olives, eggs = eyes
○ Pickle, tomato = tongue
○ Melted cheese = teeth
○ Ketchup = blood
○ Snakes, worms = hair, arms

Sketch 2&3 - Use reference images found in the Monster Sandwiches media album,
found online, or in a step-by-step video to sketch a sandwich. Be sure to:

● include 6 traditional ingredients



● illustrate bread as rounded parallelograms, trapezoids
● draw the top of the roll as a half circle
● include at least 1 disgusting ingredient
● include ingredient details, accurate shapes, must be recognizable
● have one ingredient form a monster feature
● overlap ingredients
● make ingredients all about the same width
● fill the space
● submit the best sketch
● Optional: add arms and/or legs

Collage Instructions:
1. Read feedback on the sketch, and make all suggested changes.
2. Work individually or with a partner. If working with a partner, decide which sketch

to use for the final collage, or combine the best parts of each sketch to include.
3. If working individually select medium black paper for the background, if working

with a partner, select large black paper, then choose small paper to match the
colors of the ingredients. Use scrap paper when possible.

4. Outline the shape of the ingredient on the back of small or scrap paper the size
of 1-2 hands (in the corner to save space).

5. Approval to NEATLY cut out ingredients.
6. Add details of different colors to each ingredient.
7. The eyes must be black and white (anime’ reflections?).
8. Approval to glue details to each ingredient.
9. Layout all ingredients, overlap, fill space, and approval to glue.

START WITH THE BOTTOM ROLL/BREAD AND LAYER INGREDIENTS ON
TOP

10.Submit an in-focus, well-lit, cropped, upright photo to Schoology.


